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SILICONE WRISTBAND KEYCHAIN                                              

It's made of 100% silicone and comes 

with the metal ring to hang keys. This 

key tag is a way to make your brand a 

part of their everyday routine. Same as a 

silicone wristband with a handy keychain 

attachment. It could be grasped around 

hand or wrist. -- PURPLE with WHITE 

HARD ROCK  logo

500

SILICONE WRISTBAND KEYCHAIN                                              
It's made of 100% silicone and comes 

with the metal ring to hang keys. This 

key tag is a way to make your brand a 

part of their everyday routine. Same as a 

silicone wristband with a handy keychain 

attachment. It could be grasped around 

hand or wrist. --  RED with WHITE CNE 

logo

500

PP FINGER RING ORANGE 

PEELER                                               
Ring size hole makes it easy to grab. 

Blade cuts not damage the orange and 

easily remove the peelings without using 

your fingernails! It's a durable and 

practical tool to peel some vegetables. 

Small size makes it easy to take 

anywhere. --  YELLOW with white HARD 

ROCK logo

350



PP FINGER RING ORANGE 

PEELER                                               
Ring size hole makes it easy to grab. 

Blade cuts not damage the orange and 

easily remove the peelings without using 

your fingernails! It's a durable and 

practical tool to peel some vegetables. 

Small size makes it easy to take 

anywhere. --  ROSE RED with white 

CNE logo

350

ENVELOPE OPENER SLITTER 

LETTER OPENER PAPER KNIFE 
sized 3"x1 3/4"x 1/5" is made of ABS 

and stainless steel. Customized logo can 

be imprinted. Excellent Quality. Stainless 

blade stays razor-sharp through 

hundreds of cuts. Recessed safety razor 

slits top edge of flap, reduces risk of 

accidentally cutting contents  --  

PURPLE with white HARD ROCK logo

300

ENVELOPE OPENER SLITTER 

LETTER OPENER PAPER KNIFE 
sized 3"x1 3/4"x 1/5" is made of ABS 

and stainless steel. Customized logo can 

be imprinted. Excellent Quality. Stainless 

blade stays razor-sharp through 

hundreds of cuts. Recessed safety razor 

slits top edge of flap, reduces risk of 

accidentally cutting contents  --  RED 

with white CNE logo

300

PVC LUGGAGE TAG, TRAVING 

TAG                                                           
It's made of pvc and it has a backcover 

with a piece of paper name card inside 

to record personal identification such as 

name, address, E-mail and telephone 

number. It makes you find your own 

suitecase faster.  --  PURPLE with white 

HARD ROCK logo

500



PVC LUGGAGE TAG, TRAVING 

TAG                                                           
It's made of pvc and it has a backcover 

with a piece of paper name card inside 

to record personal identification such as 

name, address, E-mail and telephone 

number. It makes you find your own 

suitecase faster  --  RED with white CNE 

logo

500

CLEANING CLOTH, SHAMMY 

CLOTH, MICROFIBER CLOTH 
Microfiber cloth in size 5"X5"; can be 

used in cleaning laptop,cells,eyeclasses 

and jewelries, It is perfect for 

promotions. We can print your logo on it.   

PURPLE with white HARD ROCK logo

800

CLEANING CLOTH, SHAMMY CLOTH, 

MICROFIBER CLOTH Microfiber cloth in 

size 5"X5"; can be used in cleaning 

laptop,cells,eyeclasses and jewelries, It is 

perfect for promotions. We can print your 

logo on it.   RED with white CNE  Logo

300

3-IN-1 SILICONE WALLET, IWALLET                                      
Detailed descriptionCellphone wallet is 

made of 100% silicone. Its size is perfect for 

most cellphones in different brands. This 

cell phone wallet can hold bank cards, 

transportation cards and shopping cards. It 

is very convenient and lightweight. Your 

logo is welcome. It's a great promotional 

gift.   PURPLE with white HARD ROCK logo.

500



3-IN-1 SILICONE WALLET, IWALLET                                     
.Detailed descriptionCellphone wallet is 

made of 100% silicone. Its size is perfect for 

most cellphones in different brands. This 

cell phone wallet can hold bank cards, 

transportation cards and shopping cards. It 

is very convenient and lightweight. Your 

logo is welcome. It's a great promotional 

gift.   RED with white CNE logo. 

300

ALLIGATOR MAGNET CLIP Aligator clip 

with spring loaded hinge and magnet on 

back side. It's a great office giveaways or 

promotional product for any trade show or 

event. Ideal for notes, documents or even 

to seal food bags.  PURPLE with white HARD 

ROCK logo. 

500

ALLIGATOR MAGNET CLIP Alligator clip 

with spring loaded hinge and magnet on 

back side. It's a great office giveaways or 

promotional product for any trade show or 

event. Ideal for notes, documents or even 

to seal food bags.  RED with white CNE logo

200

CELLULOID STANDARD SHAPE GUITAR 

PICK                                 Gloss Colors. 

Custom printed Gloss finish Celluloid 

material guitar picks in Standard shape. 

Very durable print process. Professional 

quality and used by many large touring 

artists. Also a great promotional / giveaway 

item and wedding / party favor.PURPLE with 

white HARD ROCK logo

300



FLOWER SHAPE 5 COLOR HIGHLIGHTER 

MARKER         Jumbo size flower shaped 

highlighter with 5 different colors. Large 

imprint area. Ideal for school, office, 

corporate gift , travel, camping, hiking and 

self promos.  BLACK HARD ROCK logo.

70

FLOWER SHAPE 5 COLOR HIGHLIGHTER 

MARKER        Jumbo size flower shaped 

highlighter with 5 different colors. Large 

imprint area. Ideal for school, office, 

corporate gift , travel, camping, hiking and 

self promos.  RED CNE Logo.

30

SILICONE MINI PHONE STAND 

This handy giveaway is made of soft 

silicone. Just chuck on the back of 

your cell phone, tablet or anything 

you'd like to make a mini holder. 

Available in multiple colors, this 

favor's perfect for any event.   

PURPLE with white HARD ROCK 

logo

550

SILICONE MINI PHONE STAND 

This handy giveaway is made of soft 

silicone. Just chuck on the back of 

your cell phone, tablet or anything 

you'd like to make a mini holder. 

Available in multiple colors, this 

favor's perfect for any event.   RED 

with white CNE logo

550

GLOW FIDGET SPINNER         This 

HOT lighting fidget toy is made of 

ABS plastic, with Steel Bearing. It will 

glow in the dark after exposed to 

natural or artificial light. Great tool to 

reduce stress, anxiety, and other 

sorts of tensions.  RED with white 

CNE logo

300


